
Relocating Machine Instructions by CurryingNorman RamseyUniversity of VirginiaRelocation adjusts machine instructions to account for changes in the locations of the instructionsthemselves or of external symbols to which they refer. Standard linkers implement a �nite set ofrelocation transformations, suitable for a single architecture. These transformations are enumer-ated, named, and engraved in a machine-dependent object-�le format, and linkers must recognizethem by name. These names and their associated transformations are an unnecessary source ofmachine-dependence.An alternative is to use SLED (Speci�cation Language for Encoding and Decoding) to specifyrepresentations of machine instructions. Instructions are described by constructors, which denotefunctions mapping lists of operands to instructions' binary representations. Any operand can bedesignated as \relocatable," meaning that the operand's value need not be known at the time theinstruction is encoded. From a SLED speci�cation, the New Jersey Machine-Code Toolkit cangenerate functions that encode instructions in the native binary representation. For instructionswith relocatable operands, the toolkit also computes relocating transformations. Tool writerscan create machine-independent software that uses these transformations to relocate machineinstructions. For example, mld, a retargetable linker built with the toolkit, needs only 20 lines ofC code for relocation, and that code is machine-independent.The toolkit discovers relocating transformations by currying encoding functions. An attempt toencode an instruction with a relocatable operand results in the creation of a closure. The closurecan be applied when the values of the relocatable operands become known. Currying provides ageneral, machine-independent method of relocation.Currying rewrites a �-term into two nested �-terms. The standard implementation has the�rst � allocate a closure and store therein its operands and a pointer to the second �. Using thisstrategy in the toolkit means that, when it builds an application, the toolkit generates code formany di�erent inner �-terms|one for each instruction that uses a relocatable address. Hoistingsome of the computation out of the second � into the �rst makes many of the second �s identical|ahandful are enough for a whole instruction set. This optimization reduces the size of machine-dependent assembly and linking code by 15{25% for the Alpha, MIPS, SPARC, and PowerPC, andby about 40% for the Pentium. It also makes the second �s equivalent to relocating transformationsnamed in standard object-�le formats.Categories and Subject Descriptors: D.4.9 [Operating Systems]: Systems Programs and Utili-ties|Linkers; D.1.1 [Programming Techniques]: Applicative (Functional) Programming; D.3.2[Programming Languages]: Language Classi�cations|specialized application languagesGeneral Terms: Relocation, Linking, CurryingAdditional Key Words and Phrases: higher-order functions1. INTRODUCTIONCompiling whole programs is slow; compiling units separately and linking the com-piled units into a program speeds up the edit-compile-go cycle. For separate compi-lation, a compiler must be able to emit instructions and data without knowing theexact locations either of the instructions and data the compiler itself emits, or ofAuthors' current address: Norman Ramsey, Department of Computer Science, University of Vir-ginia, Charlottesville, VA, 22903. Email nr@cs.virginia.edu. This work supported in part byNSF grant number ASC-9612756.



2 � N. Ramseythe instructions and data emitted by other compilations. Using assembly languagemakes this task easy, because in assembly language all locations are representedsymbolically. Symbolic, assembly-like units can be linked to form programs [Fraserand Hanson 1982; Jones 1983], but the linker or loader must translate all units fromsymbolic form into the binary representation required by the target hardware. Itis believed to be more e�cient to translate each unit separately into a binary formcalled relocatable object code.Object code must contain more than just instructions and data. To supportdelayed binding of locations, it must also represent|The symbols de�ned in the object �le and the locations to which they arebound.|The symbols imported from other units, i.e., external symbols.|The transformations that must be applied to the instructions and data toaccount for their eventual placement at absolute addresses and also for theplacements of the external symbols on which they depend.Applying these transformations is called relocation.Current object-code formats force tool writers to handle relocation in a machine-dependent way. Given an instruction-set architecture, a human being examines theinstructions and determines which operands can be relocatable addresses and whatrelocating transformations are needed. Each transformation is named, and linkersand other tools must recognize transformations by name. The names are informaland machine-dependent, so retargetable tools that manipulate object code mustrecognize each set of names on each machine.This paper makes several contributions. It presents a machine-independent, au-tomatic method of discovering relocating transformations. It presents an opti-mization that makes the cost of the automatic method comparable to the cost ofhand-implemented methods and makes the discovered transformations equivalentto the transformations used in standard object-�le formats. Finally, the paper givesa machine-independent representation of the transformations.This new technique for relocating machine instructions is an enabling technologyfor buildingmachine-independent tools for static, incremental, and dynamic linking.It will also simplify the construction of retargetable tools that transform objectcode. Object-code transformation, which is growing in importance, is used forpro�ling and tracing [Ball and Larus 1992], testing [Hastings and Joyce 1992],enforcing protection [Wahbe et al. 1993], optimization [Srivastava and Wall 1993],and binary translation [Sites et al. 1993]. There are even frameworks for creatingapplications that transform object code [Johnson 1990; Larus and Schnarr 1995;Srivastava and Eustace 1994].The techniques presented here build on the New Jersey Machine-Code Toolkit[Ramsey and Fern�andez 1997], which reads a compact machine description andgenerates functions that encode instructions. The machine description is written inSLED (Speci�cation Language for Encoding and Decoding), which relates three rep-resentations of instructions: a symbolic representation akin to assembly language,assembly language itself, and the binary representation used by the hardware. Realinstruction sets can be speci�ed with modest e�ort; our Alpha, MIPS, SPARC,and Pentium speci�cations [Ramsey and Fern�andez 1994] are 118, 127, 193, and



Relocating Machine Instructions by Currying � 3460 lines. In SLED, an instruction is represented symbolically by its name and alist of its operands; the collection of all instructions resembles an algebraic datatype. The machine description indicates which operands are relocatable addresses,and currying the encoding function with respect to those operands results in arelocating transformation.Currying rewrites the encoding function into two nested �-terms. In the standardimplementation, the outer � allocates a closure and stores therein its operands anda pointer to the inner �, which uses the contents of the closure to encode (relocate)the instruction. The inner �s are the relocating transformations discovered by thetoolkit, and the closures take the place of \relocation entries" in traditional object�les.Using the standard implementation of currying, the toolkit generates code formany di�erent inner �-terms|one for each instruction that uses a relocatable ad-dress. Hoisting some of the computation out of the inner � into the outer makesmany of the inner �s identical|a handful are enough for a whole instruction set.This optimization is closely related to fully lazy lambda-lifting [Peyton Jones 1987].It reduces the size of machine-dependent assembly and linking code by 12{25% forthe Alpha, MIPS, SPARC, and PowerPC, and by about 40% for the Pentium. Italso makes the relocating transformations discovered by the toolkit equivalent tothose that are now implemented by hand. To support machine-independent useof these transformations, the toolkit associates each one with a string that can beinterpreted to have the e�ect of applying the transformation. These strings can beused in an object �le as meaningful, formal, machine-independent names.2. DESCRIBING INSTRUCTION REPRESENTATIONSSLED describes the binary representation of an instruction as a sequence of tokens.On a RISC machine, each instruction is a single 32-bit token. On a machine likethe Pentium, formats vary; for example, the instruction add 612[DX], 33 has an8-bit opcode token, followed by another 8-bit token that has both opcode andaddress-mode bits, followed by the 32-bit displacement 612 and the 8-bit immediateoperand 33.Each token in an instruction is partitioned into �elds; a �eld is a contiguousrange of bits within a token. On RISC machines, di�erent instruction formats arerepresented by di�erent partitions of the instruction token. Fields contain opcodes,operands, modes, or other information. Opcodes and operands can be distributedamong multiple �elds.Patterns constrain the values of �elds; they may constrain �elds in a single tokenor in a sequence of tokens. They can be used to describe binary representations ofopcodes, of whole instructions, and of groups of instructions.Constructors connect the symbolic and binary representations of instructions. Ata symbolic level, an instruction is an opcode (the constructor) applied to a list ofoperands. The result of the application is a sequence of tokens, which is describedby a pattern. For each constructor, the toolkit derives an encoding function thatemits the constructor's binary representation. We get relocating transformations bycurrying the encoding functions. The encoding functions generated from a machinedescription form part of an application-program interface (API) to an assembler



4 � N. Ramseyfor that machine. The toolkit includes a library of other functions, which completethe API.Tokens and �eldsA machine description includes the names, sizes, and positions of the �elds used toform tokens. This information can be found in architecture manuals. For example,the MIPS manual [Kane 1988, p A-3] uses a picture to specify �elds:31 26 25 21 20 16 15 0op rs rt immediate31 26 25 0op target31 26 25 21 20 16 15 11 10 6 5 0op rs rt rd shamt functThe picture can be formalized in SLED as follows:fields of instruction (32)op 26:31 rs 21:25 rt 16:20 rd 11:15 shamt 6:10 funct 0:5target 0:25 immed 0:15 offset 0:15 base 21:25 cond 16:20breakcode 6:25 ft 16:20 fs 11:15 fd 6:10 format 21:24This declaration de�nes not only the �elds used in the formats pictured above butalso offset, cond, and other synonyms that appear in the MIPS manual.PatternsPatterns constrain both the division of streams into tokens and the values of the�elds in those tokens. They are composed from constraints on �elds. A constraint�xes the range of values a �eld may have. The typical range has a single element,e.g., op = 1. Patterns may be composed by conjunction (&), concatenation (;),or disjunction (|). Conjoining patterns constrains �elds within a single token;concatenating them constrains a sequence of tokens. This paper uses patterns thatconstrain all the bits in a sequence of tokens; such patterns are equivalent to binaryrepresentations.ConstructorsA constructor connects the symbolic and binary representations of an instructionby mapping a list of operands to a pattern. The left-hand side of a constructorspeci�cation gives the instruction's name, operands, and assembly-language syn-tax. The right-hand side contains a pattern that describes the instruction's binaryrepresentation. That pattern may contain free identi�ers, which refer to the con-structor's operands. For example, the following constructor describes the MIPSadd instruction:constructorsadd rd, rs, rt is op = 0 & funct = 32 & rd & rs & rtwhere, on the right-hand side, rd is an abbreviation for the pattern constrainingthe �eld rd to be equal to the �rst operand, since the �rst operand is named rd.The same rule applies to the uses of rs and rt on the right-hand side.Some instructions have operands that cannot be used directly as �eld values. Themost common are PC-relative branches, in which the operand is the target address,



Relocating Machine Instructions by Currying � 5but the corresponding �eld contains the di�erence between the target address andthe program counter. Constructor speci�cations may include equations that expressrelationships between operands and �elds; the equations appear in braces after theoperands. For example, the speci�cations for the MIPS bne and bltzal instructionsare:constructorsbltzal rs, addr { addr = L + 4 * offset! } isop = 1 & cond = 16 & rs & offset; L: epsilonbne rs, rt, addr { addr = L + 4 * offset! } isop = 5 & rs & rt & offset; L: epsilonepsilon is the pattern specifying the empty sequence of tokens. Here it serves onlyas an anchor for the label L, which is bound to the location of the instruction fol-lowing the branch. The exclamation point in offset! is a sign-extension operator.The equation in braces speci�es the relationship between the target address addrand the offset used in the instruction's binary representation:A branch target address is computed from the sum of the address of theinstruction in the delay slot and the 16-bit offset, [sign-extended andmultiplied by 4] [Kane 1988, p A-23].The toolkit solves this equation to compute offset as a function of addr and theprogram counter. The equation has a solution only when the target address andthe program counter di�er by a multiple of 4 and when the computed offset �tsin 16 bits, and the generated encoding function checks these conditions.3. INSTRUCTION ENCODING AND RELOCATIONThe toolkit uses the �eld locations and constraints to �gure out the bit manip-ulations needed to encode an instruction. If addr and the program counter areknown at the time a bltzal, for example, is encoded, we can emit the binaryrepresentation directly by using the following function:1�(rs ; addr ):emit(1<< 26 j 16<< 16 j ((addr �PC � 4)>> 2) & (216 � 1) j rs << 21);where I use C notation for bit manipulation. 1<<26 encodes the op = 1 constraint,16 << 16 encodes the cond = 16 constraint, and rs << 21 puts the operand rsinto the instruction. The remaining disjunct expresses the computation needed tocompute the value of the offset �eld given a target address addr and a programcounter PC . The computation includes arithmetic, a shift, and a narrowing to16 bits. PC represents the address at which the instruction is to be located.If PC and addr are unknown, we can't emit the instruction; we must createrelocation information instead. A typical compiler or assembler emits the instruc-tion with the displacement bits set to zero, along with a \relocation entry" thattells the linker how to adjust the displacement bits when the relevant locationsbecome known. The relocation entry names the instruction, the address on whichit depends, and the transformation needed to adjust the displacement bits.1To simplify the presentation, I have omitted such details as the check that the target addressand program counter di�er by a multiple of 4.



6 � N. RamseyThe toolkit can discover relocating transformations from SLED's description of aninstruction. The description tells how an instruction's operands determine its �nal,binary representation after relocation. When called upon to emit an instructionreferring to an unknown location, an assembler must delay encoding, emit a partialinstruction, and record a relocating transformation that can be used to compute the�nal instruction once the location is known. This procedure amounts to curryingthe encoding function. We must know which operands are relocatable addresses,since theirs are the values that may not be known when an object �le is created.The MIPS speci�cation contains the directive relocatable addr, which speci�esthat all operands named addr are relocatable addresses.Currying the bltzal encoding function yields�rs :�addr :emit(1<< 26 j 16<< 16 j ((addr � PC � 4)>> 2) & (216 � 1) j rs << 21):When applied to a particular rs , this encoding function returns a closure containingrs and the inner �-term. To generate C or Modula-3 code, it helps to convert toan explicit closure-passing style [Appel 1992, Chapter 10]. Converted functions,i.e., function values, are represented by closures. A closure is a record containing a�-term, which represents the function's algorithmic content, and the values of thefunction's free variables. In the �-term, the function's free variables are replacedby references to the closure. These references take the form R[i], which denotesthe ith element (numbered from 0) of closure record R. The closure becomes anexplicit argument to the �-term, so after the transformation, the �-term has no freevariables.In relocation, the inner �-terms describe relocating transformations. When anencoding function is curried, di�erent applications of the outer function create dif-ferent closures. These closures share a �-term, but they di�er in the other contentsof the closure record|the values of the free variables. For example, every bltzalclosure is a pair of the formRbltzal = (�(R; addr ):emit(1<< 26 j 16<< 16 j((addr � PC � 4)>> 2) & (216 � 1) j R[1]<< 21);rs);but di�erent closures may have di�erent values of rs .Closure conversion also changes the way functions are invoked. In the originalform, we could invoke a relocation closure R = �addr : � � � by simple function ap-plication R addr . After closure conversion, we must fetch the �-term out of theclosure and pass the closure as an extra argument. If the closure-converted versionis Rbltzal, we invoke it by Rbltzal[0](Rbltzal; addr ).The implementation of closure conversion is straightforward. We add a closureargument to each function. We discover the free variables in the body of the functionand put each in the closure, and we replace each occurrence of a free variable inthe body with code to get its value from the closure.4. OPTIMIZING RELOCATION CLOSURESIn the scheme outlined above, each relocatable instruction needs its own closurefunction. Compiling these functions takes time, and they take up space in an appli-cation or an object �le. We can reduce the number of closure functions by moving



Relocating Machine Instructions by Currying � 7computation from the inner � to the outer �. I call this movement hoisting, by anal-ogy with the CPS transformation that moves variable de�nitions from one scope toanother [Appel 1992, Chapter 8]. It simpli�es the inner �s, creating opportunitiesfor them to be shared. Hoisting is very closely related to fully lazy lambda-lifting[Peyton Jones 1987, Chapter 15], and the analysis required to implement it is rem-iniscent of the binding-time analyses used in partial evaluation [Jones et al. 1989].Unlike these other techniques, hoisting is not intended to make programs run faster.Hoisting might result in marginally faster linking, but its purpose is to reduce thenumber of di�erent �-terms needed to implement relocation.Hoisting is implemented by a variation on closure conversion. Operands ofouter �s are available before those of inner �s. If we think in terms of binding times,�-bound arguments are always \late," i.e., not available to compute with until thefunction is applied. Free variables are always \early," i.e., available to computewith when the closure is created. In ordinary closure conversion, free variables arereplaced with references to the closure. To perform the hoisting transformation,we want to replace not only free variables but also terms that depend only on freevariables. Such terms are called free expressions in Peyton Jones [1987], and a freeexpression that is not a proper subexpression of another free expression is said tobe maximal. Fully lazy lambda-lifting rewrites �-terms to make the maximal freeexpressions additional operands; hoisting moves them into the closure. For exam-ple, to convert the function �c:a + b + c; we hoist a + b, creating a closure of theform (�(R; c):R[1] + c; a+ b).We can implement closure-conversion with hoisting by rewriting a function'sabstract syntax tree in a bottom-up walk:|Leaf nodes are free expressions unless they are variables bound by theinnermost enclosing �-abstraction.|Internal nodes are free expressions if and only if all their children are freeexpressions. To simplify the computation, replace each free internal nodee = f(e1; e2; : : : en) with a fresh variable v, which is free by de�nition. Toremember what v stands for, create the substitution � = v 7! f(e1; e2; : : : en).Compose these substitutions during the tree walk.When we reach a �-abstraction, all free expressions have been replaced with vari-ables, and since no variable can be a proper subexpression of another, the freevariables represent the maximal free expressions of the original �-term. We couldrecover the original body of the �-term by applying the substitution � to it, butinstead we closure-convert the rewritten form, then apply the substitution to theclosure. Thus, in the example given above,(1) We begin with �c:a+ b+ c.(2) We rewrite it to �c:v + c, with substitution � = v 7! a+ b.(3) By ordinary closure conversion, we get R = (�(R; c):R[1] + c; v).(4) We apply � to the closure, producing R = (�(R; c):R[1] + c; a+ b). We cansave computation by applying � only to the variables in the closure; applyingit to the �-term has no e�ect since after closure conversion the �-term has nofree variables.



8 � N. RamseyTo get better results with closures for machine instructions, we rewrite expres-sions involving associative and commutative operators to bring free expressionstogether. This rewriting step can reduce the number of maximal free expressions,resulting in simpler �s and smaller closures. The relevant operators include in-teger addition, assuming that it does not overow, and bitwise or. Briggs andCooper [1994] use an equivalent technique to improve the e�ectiveness of partial-redundancy elimination in a traditional optimizing compiler; the rank they assignto each variable corresponds to the number of �s between a free occurrence of avariable and its binding instance.Rearranging associative and commutative operators gives the following relocationclosure for bltzal:2Rbltzal = (�(R; addr ):emit(R[1] j ((addr � PC +R[2])>> 2) & (216 � 1));1<< 26 j 16<< 16 j rs << 21;�4):The new �-term can be shared with other relative-branch instructions, since allinformation about the opcode and about the register argument rs has been hoistedout of the �-term and into the closure.Hoisting moves integer literals, like �4 in this example, into closures. Suchliterals take up space, and we can improve the closures by using a heuristic: if avalue to be stored in the closure is an integer literal, push it back into the �-terminstead of storing it in the closure. We don't push other constant expressions intothe �-term. The heuristic works because integer literals tend to arise from addresscomputations, which are typically the same across instructions, but other constantexpressions often come from opcodes, which are di�erent for every instruction. Topreserve the distinction, we delay constant folding until after hoisting.Applying the heuristic to the bltzal instruction yields a smaller closure:Rbltzal = (�(R; addr ):emit(R[1] j ((addr � PC � 4)>> 2) & (216 � 1));1<< 26 j 16<< 16 j rs << 21):The literal�4 has moved back into the �-term, and the closure record is back downto 2 elements.In the examples given so far, each instruction is represented by a single token. Ifan instruction has operands x and y, and if its binary representation is computedby the function f(x; y), we can characterize the hoisting transformation as movingpart of this computation outside the �-abstraction:�x:�y:emit(f(x; y)) =) �x:h�y:emit(f 00(f 0(x); y)); f 0(x)i;where the angle brackets h� � �i stand for closure creation, and f 00(f 0(x); y) = f(x; y).(Too keep the inner � simple, I have inlined references to the closure record.)When an instruction is represented by a sequence of tokens, as is common onCISC machines, there is an opportunity for further improvement; we can move the2The astute reader may wonder why the literal 216�1 used in masking is not moved to the closure.The toolkit's intermediate form restricts masking operations to constants of the form 2k � 1, andthe constant k is attached directly to the & operator, so 216 � 1 is not a free expression in thesense de�ned above. For similar reasons, the 2 in (� � �)>> 2 is not moved to the closure.



Relocating Machine Instructions by Currying � 9sequence operator itself outside the �-abstraction:�x:�y:seqfemit(f1(x; y)); � � � ; emit(fn(x; y))g =)�x:seqfh�y:emit(f 001 (f 01(x); y)); f 01(x)i; � � � ; h�y:emit(f 00n (f 0n(x); y)); f 0n(x)ig:In other words, instead of creating one closure to relocate all the tokens in thesequence, we can create a separate closure to relocate each token. Although itmay create more closures, this improvement yields smaller closures, because eachclosure holds information about only one token, and it yields fewer unique closurefunctions, because it creates opportunities for sharing closure functions betweendi�erent instructions. The improvement is especially useful on the Pentium, wherenormally only one token in a sequence depends on the relocatable address, and theothers can be emitted immediately, requiring no further relocation. Formally, whenf(x; y) depends only on x, we rewriteh�y:emit(f 00i (f 0i(x); y)); f 0i (x)i =) emit(f(x;?));which emits the token and creates no closure. The measurements for hoisting inSection 6 incorporate this improvement.5. RELOCATION CLOSURES IN CCreating e�cient C code to perform relocation by currying requires some re�ne-ments. There is no need to put global variables in any closure, because globals areaccessible to all functions. Therefore, there is no need to convert top-level func-tions to closure-passing style, because all their free variables are globals. This isjust as well, since C programmers expect functions in an API to be implementedin standard C style, not in closure-passing style!The encoding functions and relocation closures generated by the toolkit treat re-locatable addresses as values of an abstract data type with two operations: knownand force.3 Force takes a relocatable address and produces an (integer) absoluteaddress. Known tells whether force can be applied. The relocatable address issupplied when the instruction is encoded; what may not yet be available is theactual location denoted by the address. We have to keep track of the address, sowe can force it to a location at relocation time, and the easiest way is to store it inthe closure.Ordinary encoding functions, which create no relocation information, emit codeat a \current location," which is part of the global state of the toolkit's encodinglibrary. Relocation closures should not emit instructions at the current location,but at the location of the original encoding attempt. This location, too, is storedin the closure, and instead of \emit," which emits a token at the current location,we use \emit at," which emits a token at a location given explicitly.The program counter, PC , gets special treatment. It is another name for thelocation of the original encoding attempt, and we have to save this location so weknow where to put the relocated instruction. If we handled PC as we handle other3The toolkit's library of machine-independent assembly and linking code represents a relocatableaddress as a label plus a constant o�set. This representation is adequate for almost all Unixapplications [Szymanski 1978], but application writers could substitute another representation.



10 � N. Ramseyhtype of closurei�typedef struct O1_1_closure {ClosureHeader h; /* contains lambda-term, etc ... */ClosureLocation loc;struct { RAddr a1; unsigned u1; } v;} *O1_1_Closure;hrelocating transformationi�static void _clofun_1(O1_1_Closure _c, Emitter emit_at) {emit_at(_c->loc,_c->v.u1 | location(_c->v.a1) - pc_location(_c->loc) - 4 >> 2 & 0xffff,4);}hclosure creationi�{ O1_1_Closure _c = (O1_1_Closure) malloc(sizeof *_c);static struct closure_header _h = { _clofun_1, ... };_c->h = &_h;hinitialize _c->loc with current PC i_c->v.a1 = addr;_c->v.u1 = 1 << 26 | 16 << 16 | rs << 21;hsave closure _c for future usei} Fig. 1. Representing closures in Cvariables, we would store it in the closure, but since it is already in a special partof the closure, we rewrite references to PC to refer to that location.Applying these re�nements to the MIPS bltzal instruction produces an encodingfunction that can be represented as follows:�(rs ; addr ):h�(R):emit at(R[1];R[3] j ((forceR[2]� forceR[1]� 4)>> 2) & (216 � 1));PC ;addr ;1<< 26 j 16<< 16 j rs << 21i:The real encoding function is still more complicated, since it emits the instructiondirectly when addr and PC are known, and it also checks the multiple-of-4 and�ts-in-16-bits conditions.The closure-converted form is easily represented in C, as shown in Figure 1. Aswith the other examples, Figure 1 omits all checking code, as well as such detailsas converting pointer types and recording the size of the closure. The C code bindsemit_at as late as possible; the late binding enables di�erent implementations indi�erent applications. The �nal argument to emit_at is the size of the token beingemitted; that size has been omitted from the other examples in this paper.The closure shown in Figure 1 has the same information as a \relocation entry"used in standard object-code formats like COFF [Gircys 1988] and ELF [PrenticeHall 1993a]. For example, a COFF relocation entry contains an r_vaddr that cor-



Relocating Machine Instructions by Currying � 11responds to the loc �eld; both store the location of the instruction to be relocated.It contains an r_symndx �eld that corresponds to the v.a1 �eld; both store therelocatable address on which the relocation depends. Finally it contains an r_type�eld that corresponds to the h �eld; both identify the relocating transformation.ELF relocation entries are similar, except ELF combines r_symndx and r_type intoa single word. Relocation entries in standard formats have nothing correspondingto the v.u1 �eld of the closure shown in Figure 1; instead, they store that infor-mation in the space to be occupied by the instruction after relocation. The toolkitcould use this space-saving trick, which would reduce the \largest closure" num-bers in Table I, but for the time being it seems more interesting to make relocationclosures idempotent. Idempotent closures should be useful in tools that relocateinstructions repeatedly, like incremental linkers.A �nal re�nement is needed to write relocation closures to disk. In memory,the relocating transformation is represented as a function pointer, which is neithermachine-independent nor meaningful when written to disk. Instead, we describerelocating transformations using a subset of PostScript [Ramsey 1992], extendedwith special operators to get addresses and values out of closures. The machine-independent representation of the transformation in the bltzal closure, again omit-ting the tests of conditions, is-4 1 cla force add cl-loc force sub-2 bitshift 16 narrows 1 clv orbcl-loc force 4 emit-atThe �rst line takes the relocatable address from the closure, subtracts 4, and sub-tracts the location of the instruction being relocated, computing addr � PC � 4.The second line shifts right 2 bits, narrows to 16 bits, and combines the resultwith the rest of the instruction, as stored in the closure. The third line stores theinstruction, which is 4 bytes wide, at the proper location.The toolkit generates a table that associates the function pointers used in clo-sures with machine-independent strings like the one shown above. A machine-independent object �le might include one one copy of each transformation. Tominimize the space required to store these transformations, the toolkit can encodethe transformation in a specialized but unreadable bytecode. It packs the full trans-formation in the bltzal closure, including the tests of conditions, into the 24-bytestring given by the C literal"\r\x15\v'\n\x03n]\x15\v'\xcb\xec\x80%\x07\x85-~]\x01-M?"The upper half of Table I, in the next section, shows how much space is needed tohold the bytecodes for all the transformations on each of �ve target machines.6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSI have implemented currying and hoisting in the New Jersey Machine-Code Toolkit[Ramsey and Fern�andez 1997]. mld [Fern�andez 1995], a retargetable, optimizinglinker, uses encoding functions and relocating transformations generated by thetoolkit. mld needs only 20 lines of C code for relocation, and it uses the samecode on all platforms; the code keeps a list of relocation closures and applies themwhen the addresses on which they depend become known. Other applications that
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TargetsAlpha MIPS SPARC PPC 604 PentiumPlain Hoist Plain Hoist Plain Hoist Plain Hoist Plain HoistInstructions 300 167 276 451 606Relocatable insts. 18 21 99 56 393Closure functions 18 2 21 2 99 5 56 4 1988 5Bytecode size | 49 | 59 | 62 | 96 | 22Largest closure 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 0Alpha object code 92.5K 82.0K 64.9K 51.5K 229.8K 173.0K 157.7K 124.2K 2928.1K 1723.7KRatio 1.00 0.89 1.00 0.79 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.79 1.00 0.59MIPS object code 94.5K 82.6K 68.5K 53.5K 262.6K 198.3K 162.0K 125.2K 3597.7K 2174.7KRatio 1.00 0.87 1.00 0.78 1.00 0.76 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.60SPARC object code 61.3K 52.9K 46.7K 35.8K 182.1K 137.2K 109.0K 82.4K 2497.9K 1529.0KHosts Ratio 1.00 0.86 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.75 1.00 0.76 1.00 0.61RS/6000 object code 96.6K 84.6K 68.9K 53.8K 240.8K 173.7K 168.2K 130.2K 3870.5K 2285.8KRatio 1.00 0.88 1.00 0.78 1.00 0.72 1.00 0.77 1.00 0.59I386 object code 38.8K 32.7K 30.8K 22.8K 127.0K 93.6K 72.5K 52.8K 1778.3K 1029.3KRatio 1.00 0.84 1.00 0.74 1.00 0.74 1.00 0.73 1.00 0.58Instruction counts give the sizes of the instruction sets.Sizes in K are code sizes needed to encode and relocate all instructions.All routines were compiled by gcc, except the Pentium encoding routines on the Alpha host, which triggereda bug in gcc. Those routines were compiled with lcc [Fraser and Hanson 1995].Table I. Space savings from hoisting optimization



Relocating Machine Instructions by Currying � 13might use the generated encoding and relocating code include assemblers, linkers,whole-program optimizers, and object-code transformers.One can imagine several measures of the performance of a relocation method:the space required to store the relocation code, the time required to execute it,the space required to store object modules, and the time required to execute therelocated binary code. Ideally, one could use these measures to compare curryingwith standard methods of relocation, but mld is the only linker that uses relocationby currying, and mld's assumptions make meaningful comparisons di�cult. Forexample, mld uses no object modules, so it is impossible to measure their sizes.This section focuses on the size of the relocation code and the time required toexecute it. There is no need to compare the speed of binary codes as relocated bycurrying or by hand-written code, since both methods result in identical executablebinaries.This section also compares SPARC relocating transformations discovered by thetoolkit with transformations de�ned by the ELF object-code standard.Code size and hoistingI used the toolkit to generate encoding and relocating code for the Alpha, MIPS,SPARC, and Pentium, as speci�ed in Ramsey and Fern�andez [1994], and also forthe PowerPC 604, as speci�ed by Doug Currie of Flavors Technology. Table Ishows the amount of space consumed in an application by generated encodingfunctions and relocating transformations. The column labels across the top namethe speci�cations of the target machines for which object code can be generatedor relocated. The results in Table I depend only on the speci�cations and on thetoolkit itself; they are independent of the program being relocated.The upper part of Table I describes properties of the instruction-set speci�cationsand of the code generated to implement them. Each instruction accounts for anencoding function, as does each addressing mode. A \relocatable instruction" hasan operand that is or contains a relocatable address. The table shows how hoistingreduces the number of closure functions. On the Pentium, the number of closurefunctions, without hoisting, is greater than the number of relocatable instructions,because the toolkit expands addressing modes inline and generates a di�erent clo-sure for each combination of instruction and addressing mode. Many instructionson the Pentium use e�ective addresses, which come in 8 modes, of which 5 involverelocatable addresses.The \bytecode size" in Table I shows how many bytes of machine-independentbytecode are needed to represent the closure functions, as described above. This sizeis shown only for the hoisted functions; before hoisting, the closure functions don'thave a meaningful bytecode representation, because the bytecode isn't rich enoughto handle the more complicated closures. The last line in the top half of Table Ishows the number of extra words (in addition to the location) stored in the largestclosure. Only on the Pentium does relocating one token at a time result in smallerclosures. This result makes sense because the Pentium is the only machine thatuses sequences of tokens in which not all tokens depend on a relocatable address.The toolkit supports cross-architecture assembly and linking. The lower part ofTable I shows how much space the encoding and relocating functions take up for



14 � N. Ramseyevery combination of host and target machine.4 Each row label identi�es a di�erenthost machine, on which the relocation code runs. The data in the table are thesizes, as compiled with gcc, for code generated with and without hoisting. Thesavings from hoisting are shown in bold, as ratios. The reduction in object-codesize ranges from 15-25% on the RISC speci�cations to about 40% on the Pentiumspeci�cation. The di�erences in savings are explained by the di�erences in theproportion of instructions that use relocatable addresses.When generating encoding functions, the toolkit trades space for time, generatingspecialized code for every combination of instruction and addressing mode. Thetoolkit does not encode an e�ective address until it knows in what instruction theaddress is used. Because of the inline expansion of addressing modes, this tacticis spectacularly costly on the Pentium. A meaningful measurement of the valueof hoisting on the Pentium will have to await the elimination of this code bloat.Practical applications, like mld, use a subset of the full Pentium speci�cation.Hoisting reduces the size of relocation code to less than two percent of the sizeof encoding code. The sizes of relocation functions in SPARC object �les areAlpha MIPS SPARC PPC 604 Pentium0.6K 0.6K 0.9K 1.1K 0.7KTo compare one of these sizes with hand-written code, I examined the SPARCrelocation code used in the GNU and Solaris linkers. These linkers implementall 23 of the transformations in the ELF standard, but the toolkit implementsonly 5. The GNU code is table-driven; the Solaris code is not.The sizes of the three di�erent implementations of relocation are comparable.The toolkit uses 1012 bytes of code to implement 5 transformations. The GNUlinker uses 1420 bytes of code to interpret table entries, and the table requires106 bytes per transformation, for a total of 1950 bytes for 5 transformations. Thesemeasurements describe the GNU code as altered to work inside mld; as part ofthe alteration I made several simplifying assumptions and eliminated code accord-ingly. The alterations are described in greater detail below. The Solaris linker uses5192 bytes of code to implement 23 transformations.Speed of relocationI estimated di�erences in relocation speed by transplanting GNU and Solaris re-location code into mld. I removed signi�cant portions of the GNU code to try tomake the link-time assumptions like mld's assumptions. For example, I eliminatedsupport for multiple symbol tables and for generation of relocatable object code,and I removed many sanity checks and assertions. The GNU code relocates intoand out of specialized \sections," but mld works directly in memory, so where pos-sible I modi�ed the GNU code to use memory addresses directly instead of sectionsand o�sets. The Solaris code required similar, but less sweeping modi�cations.To use the modi�ed code in mld, I translated the toolkit's relocation closuresinto ELF-style relocation entries. I used mld to link four of the SPEC bench-marks (eqntott, li, gcc, and espresso), doing relocation all three ways. The4Not having access to a PowerPC to act as a host machine, I used an RS/6000, which has a similarinstruction set.



Relocating Machine Instructions by Currying � 15three methods yield identical instructions. Using spix from the Shade distribution[Cmelik and Keppel 1994], I measured the number of SPARC instructions neededto relocate these programs. Relocation by currying takes 22{26% fewer instructionsthan the GNU relocation code, but the Solaris relocation code takes 26{29% fewerinstructions than relocation by currying. These measurements should not be takentoo seriously, because the foreign relocation code is far removed from its originalcontext, and the three methods vary in the assumptions they make and the amountof work they do. For example, relocation by currying checks to see if symbols arede�ned, the GNU code makes some less stringent sanity tests, and the Solaris codemakes no checks at all. The measurements do indicate that relocation by curryingcosts about the same as standard methods.The most interesting variation in method may be that the GNU and Solaris coderequire that the contents of each \section" be stored in contiguous memory. Thisrequirement is awkward for mld, because it uses a lifetime-based memory alloca-tor [Hanson 1990], and it does not know section sizes in advance. Relocation bycurrying permits the contents of sections to be split into any number of contiguousblocks, but there is a performance penalty. Every time an instruction is relocated,the relocation code must search for the contiguous block containing that instruc-tion. If the searching is done in advance and the search time not counted, the costof relocation by currying drops by about 20%. This change simulates the operationof a linker of object modules, in which sections are always contiguous because theyare made so by an assembler.Relationship to standardsThe relocating transformations discovered by the toolkit are equivalent to thoseused in standard object formats. For example, the toolkit discovers �ve trans-formations for the SPARC, and they are equivalent to the transformations namedR SPARC WDISP30, R SPARC WDISP22, R SPARC HI22, R SPARC LO10, and R SPARC 32in the ELF format for the SPARC [Prentice Hall 1993b], provided we represent therelocatable address as the sum of the label S and the o�set A. (In ELF terminology,these values are called the symbol and the addend.) The toolkit discovers only �vetransformations because the SLED speci�cation for the SPARC designates feweroperands as relocatable than does standard SPARC assembly language. We canmake the toolkit discover more transformations simply by making more operandsrelocatable; adding a few lines to the SPARC speci�cation helps the toolkit discoverR_SPARC_13 and R_SPARC_22. If we add constructors to store relocatable addressesin 8-bit and 16-bit tokens, the toolkit discovers R_SPARC_8 and R_SPARC_16.There are transformations the toolkit does not discover. Some are specializedversions of the ones that are discovered. For example, several ELF transformationsare specialized to refer to locations relative to the start of a \global o�set table" ora \procedure linkage table." Some relocation entries in standard object �les cannotbe discovered by the toolkit because they represent more than just transformations.For example, the R_SPARC_GLOB_DAT relocation entry names the same transforma-tion as R_SPARC_32, but it also instructs the linker to create an entry in the globalo�set table.



16 � N. RamseySize of object codeBecause mld creates no object modules, I cannot directly measure the e�ects ofrelocation by currying on the sizes of object modules, but I can make predictionsbased on the experiment of embedding GNU relocation code in mld. Each relo-cation closure can be translated into a relocation entry using the standard ELFrepresentation. The only auxiliary data structure needed is a mapping of smallintegers to �-terms; instead of being �xed by a machine-dependent object-codestandard, this mapping must be stored in an object �le. As shown in Table I, onecould use the toolkit's byte-coded representation of �-terms to store this mappingin no more than 100 bytes per object �le. It might be possible to reduce the size ofthe bytecodes by using Proebsting's \superoperator" technique [Proebsting 1995].7. DISCUSSIONRelocation by currying is a simple, abstract, machine-independent model of relo-cation. Abstract relocatable addresses have a cost; exposing the \label + o�set"representation at code-generation time would enable extra savings. O�sets arealways available at encoding time, and they could be hoisted out of closure func-tions. The closures would take less space, because a label occupies at most half thespace of a (label, o�set) pair. (The ELF object-code standard enables such spaceoptimizations by providing for relocation entries both with and without o�sets.)Exposing the representation of relocatable addresses would also make it possibleto treat certain labels, like those of the ELF global o�set table and procedurelinkage table, as special cases. Such treatment would make it possible to shrinkmachine-independent object code by moving these special labels back into the �s.Currying and hoisting make it possible to write e�cient, machine-independenttools that relocate machine instructions. In particular, by keeping the number ofdistinct relocating transformations small, hoisting makes a machine-independentobject code practical. The New Jersey Machine-Code Toolkit can derive C imple-mentations of relocating transformations from a set of machine descriptions, anda tool writer can incorporate those implementations to provide e�cient relocationon a number of platforms. If the tool includes an interpreter for the bytecoderepresentation of relocating transformations, it can relocate instructions for anymachine|even a machine that doesn't exist when it is released.AcknowledgementsMary Fern�andez helped create the toolkit on which this work is based, and she puttogether an mld I could use for performance measurements. Peter Sestoft providedhelpful pointers to the literature on partial evaluation and functional program-ming. Mary Fern�andez, Vince Russo, Zhong Shao, and Michal Young criticized themanuscript in helpful ways.REFERENCESAppel, A. W. 1992. Compiling with Continuations. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge.Ball, T. and Larus, J. R. 1992. Optimally pro�ling and tracing programs. In Conference Recordof the 19th Annual ACM Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages. Albuquerque,NM, 59{70.
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